The UK Tobacco Industry
Committed to Contributing in 2017/18

£11.5bn
Tax
Receipts

BUS STOP
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Overview
The TMA is the trade association that represents the UK
tobacco industry at the national, devolved and local levels.
Our members, British American Tobacco (BAT), Imperial
Tobacco Ltd. and Gallaher Ltd. (a member of the Japan Tobacco
International Group), are world class global companies.
This report sets out just some of the activities that the
industry has undertaken over the last year.

Giles Roca, Director General of the TMA:
Despite a growing
regulatory burden, the
industry makes significant
contributions including
billions in taxes, providing
highly skilled jobs directly
and many thousands more
in the supply chain and
investment in UK research
and development.

It is also becoming
clear that the new
regulations such as
plain packaging are not
achieving their stated
aims and this should
serve as a warning for
the UK law makers and
for Governments around
the world who seek to
introduce misguided
regulations.

The tobacco industry
is making enormous
technological advances
in next generation products
providing greater consumer
choice and consequently
promising a very exciting
future.

TAX
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The year in context
2017-18 has been a challenging year with a number of
regulatory changes being implemented. The full introduction
of plain packaging has seen counterfeit plain packaged
tobacco products found across the country mirroring
warnings made by law enforcement, businesses and
intellectual property experts.
Source: One Year On, Plain Packaging is Failing in the UK

The ban on smaller pack
sizes has reduced consumer
choice and pushed up the
out of pocket price which
supports demand for illicit
products and has led to a
significant drop off in footfall
in small retailers.
Source: Tobacco Retailers Alliance

2017 also saw two tobacco
duty rises with the latest at
the November 2017 Budget.

The non-UK duty paid tobacco
market remains a significant
problem. HMRC’s latest
estimate is that almost one
in five cigarettes consumed
in the UK didn’t have UK tax
paid on it.

Brexit will require a new
customs regime to be put
in place which could have
significant implications for
the industry.

Source: HMRC, Measuring Tax Gaps,
Tobacco Tax Gap Estimates

The tobacco industry
continues to drive
development of next
generation products such
as e-cigarettes providing
genuine consumer choice.

Proposals concerning the
implementation of Articles
15 & 16 of the EU’s revised
Tobacco Products Directive
which requires a track
and trace scheme for all
tobacco products will have
a significant impact on the
industry and supply chain.
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Plain packaging
one year on
Since May 2017, all cigarette and hand
rolling tobacco products sold in the UK
must be in standardised ‘plain’ packaging.
2017

The available evidence to date, including
from independent sources, shows that this
policy is failing.
Despite claims that plain packs would reduce
smoking, recent data shows there was higher
smoking prevalence in early 2018 than just before
the policy was introduced.
Source: Smoking ToolKit Study, 3 month moving average of
smoking prevalence from Dec 2017 to March 2018 compared
to previous year

Fake plain packaged products
have been found by law
enforcement agencies across
the UK reflecting the warnings
made by business groups,
politicians and intellectual
property experts prior to its
introduction.
Source: https://betterretailing.com/firstfake-plain-packs-discovered?

The largest poll of smokers conducted in early
2018 showed the impact of plain packaging on
consumer behaviour following its introduction.

26%

of smokers say they are
aware of illicit tobacco
in their local area – a
signiﬁcant increase on last
year’s ﬁnding.

MAY

This reflects the fact that plain packaging has
failed in every country it has been tried.
For example, plain packaging was
introduced in France in January 2017,
however the Health Minister recently
said that:
“Plain packaging did not contribute to
the decrease of official tobacco sales.”
Source: https://www.checkout.ie/frenchhealth-minister-admits-failure-plainpackaging-cigarette-sales-rise/53540

The Government therefore needs
to review its support for plain
packaging given that it is clearly
now failing in the UK.

• Over a quarter of smokers (27%) agreed that
plain packs made them more likely to buy
untaxed tobacco.
• More than one in three smokers (34%) agreed
that minimum pack sizes made them more
likely to buy untaxed tobacco.

44%

of smokers agreed that they have no
objections to buying untaxed tobacco even
when it is from an illegal source.
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Continuing to
deliver tax revenues
The tobacco industry contributes significant tax revenues
to HM Treasury from which public services are funded.

£2.1
BILLION

£1.5
BILLION

£11.5
bn
LOST REVENUE
FOR RETAILERS

£

Public
services
OF LOST TAX TO

COST THE TREASURY

£9bn

OF TOBACCO
DUTY

The industry
contributes
approximately
£11.5 billion
each year.
Source: TMA estimate

£2.5bn
OF VAT

This includes £9 billion of tobacco duty
and £2.5 billion of VAT.
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For comparison this is:

WITH £11.5BN YOU
COULD PAY THE ANNUAL
STARTING SALARIES OF

100,000
police
officers for
ﬁve years.
Source: TMA calculation
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Committed to developing
next generation products
The impact of next generation products:
E-cigarettes are the most
common way in which smokers
are trying to give up traditional
tobacco products.

TMA research has
found that

29%

Source: Smoking ToolKit Study

Of smokers use
e-cigarettes,

According to the latest
ONS data

5.6

%
OF ADULTS IN

38%

Intend to use
e-cigarettes
and just

Source: ONS, E-cigarette
use in Great Britain

Of smokers who
don’t intend to use
an e-cigarette would
consider using them
if the Government
gave them greater
support.
Source: TMA Anti-Illicit Trade
Survey, 2018

32%

GREAT BRITAIN

Use e-cigarettes (2016)
of which 18.6% are
ex-smokers a rise
from 13.4% in 2015.

20

%

Don’t intend to
use them.

Source: TMA Anti-Illicit
Trade Survey, 2018

When e-cigarettes became popular, there coincided a very swift reduction in adult smoking rates
Smoking prevalence (16+years) (ONS, 2017)

2007

0.5
Smoking
ban

2012

%

Drop in 5 years
Graphic
warnings

Tobacco
duty
escalator

3.6

%

2017

Drop in 5 years

E-cigarettes
go mainstream
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Committed to developing
next generation products
The tobacco industry continues to be at the forefront
of developing new, potentially less harmful, next
generation products such as e-cigarettes.
Much of the research and science facilities behind
such products are located here and the UK is the
centre of the debate around potentially reduced
risk products.

95%

£
£ millions invested in the UK.

less harmful

Public Health England have said that e-cigarettes
are 95% less harmful than traditional tobacco
products.
Source: https:www.gov.uk/government/news/phe-publishesindependent-expert-e-cigarettes-evidence-review

Launched close to 100

NEXT GENERATION PRODUCTS IN THE UK
SINCE 2015.

!

NEW

Source: TMA member companies

The tobacco industry has provided evidence
on the impact of e-cigarettes to the Science
and Technology Select Committee. The
industry also warned the Select Committee
that current advertising rules for e-cigarettes
were unsatisfactory and were likely to diminish
e-cigarettes as a product category.
The industry welcomed the Advertising Standards
Agency’s proposals to amend the codes relating
to the marketing of e-cigarettes.

The industry also
supported the launch
of ‘Vapril’ which
encouraged smokers
to switch to e-cigarette
products over the
month of April.

2018

VAPRIL
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Committed to
clean streets
The tobacco industry tries to change smokers’ behaviour so that
they dispose of their smoking related litter responsibly.

The industry works with
partners to distribute stub
tidies free at the point of sale.
For example recently with the
Scottish Grocers’ Federation.

THIS IS A REUSABLE PORTABLE ASHTRAY

BIN
YOUR
BUTT

1. To extinguish cigarette stub, place lit end ﬁrst into personal
ashtray. Do not crush it.
2. Close ﬂap and fasten with press-stud. Ensure the cigarette
is extinguished before placing ashtray in your pocket
3. When full, empty extinguished cigarettes into a bin
Consumer Enquiries Email: info@the-tma.org.uk
FREE ITEM
CANNOT BE SOLD

Support for Hubbub’s
innovative Ballot Bin
of which over 900 have
been sold in more than
20 countries.

scottishshop.org.uk

Partnering with South
Holland District
Council’s in their Pride
in South Holland clean
streets campaign. This
Partnership is endorsed
by Lord Gary Porter,
leader of the Council
and Chair of the Local
Government Association.

BIN
YOUR
BUTT

The industry runs a number of initiatives to encourage responsible disposal
of smoking related litter, for example:

the-tma.org.uk

Support for Hubbub’s
clean waterways
campaign called For
Fishes’ Sake.

Working with
innovative companies
to develop end of life
solutions for tobacco
products.

The industry is hampered in its efforts to support anti-littering campaigns by the Local Government
Declaration of Tobacco Control. This is based on a misinterpretation of Article 5.3 of the Framework
Convention on Tobacco Control. The TMA has taken legal advice suggesting that this does not
preclude public sector organisations from working with the tobacco industry on litter issues and
this was conﬁrmed in the Government’s 2017 litter strategy for England.
Source: For more detail on the industry’s position please see the submission made to
HM Treasury’s consultation on tackling the plastic problem on the TMA’s website
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Committed to supporting
jobs and investment
The UK tobacco industry is a source of highly skilled employment.
TMA member companies are award winning employers who
support ongoing training and development to their employees
and wider society’s benefit.
• The tobacco industry also supports tens of
thousands of jobs in associated sectors such
as wholesale, retail and logistics.
• The tobacco industry directly employs almost
5,000 people in the UK.

• One TMA member company has a UK-based
facility where over 50 scientists are based.

50+
scientists

TOBACCO INDUSTRY
EMPLOYS ALMOST

5,000
PEOPLE IN THE UK

1,000

1,000

1,000

1,000

1,000

• Collectively the tobacco industry invests
millions of pounds into research and development
each year.
• Many of these will be in highly skilled jobs
such as research and technical scientific roles.
This contributes to the UK’s prominence in the
development of potentially less harmful next
generation products such as e-cigarettes.

• This is all part of the tobacco industry’s continued
commitment to deliver less harmful nicotine
devices and offer genuine consumer choice.

Source: All figures are TMA and industry estimates
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Committed to tackling
illicit trade
The illicit tobacco trade is the greatest threat to the tax
revenues, investment and jobs contributed by the tobacco
industry. The tobacco industry proactively works with the
Government to support its work on tackling the illicit
tobacco trade.
How we work with the Government:

• The industry responded to 1,338 law
enforcement requests for analysis
of tobacco products that are
suspected of being illegal in 2017.
Source: TMA member companies

 he industry identified 1,363
T
locations where illicit tobacco
was being sold in 2017 and
supplied this information to a
relevant enforcement agency.

• The industry continues
to urge the Government
to introduce fixed
personal import limits
to crack down the import
and illicit trade of cheap
foreign tobacco.

• The industry is working to deliver
workable solutions to the
anti-illicit trade track and
trace requirements in
the EU’s revised
Tobacco Products
Directive.

Source: TMA member companies

• The TMA and member companies shared
expertise and evidence with the All Party
Parliamentary Group on Illicit Trade’s inquiry
into the state of illicit trade in the UK.
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Anti-illicit trade
case study
The TMA has built on its 2016-17 airport anti-illicit trade
campaign which informed smokers of the law regarding
tobacco brought back to the UK from abroad.
This year we have focussed on providing relevant
anti-illicit trade information in areas where it
is known that there is a significant amount of
illicit trade. For example, we’ve placed messaging
in bus shelters in towns and cities where illicit
tobacco is known to be bought and sold.

EDINBURGH
AIRPORT
GLASGOW
AIRPORT

DUNDEE
PERTH

BELFAST
AIRPORT

tempted by cheap
illegal tobacco?
Buying & selling
untaxed tobacco is
a criminal offence...

EDINBURGH

GLASGOW

MANCHESTER

STANSTED
AIRPORT

CARDIFF
AIRPORT

HEATHROW
AIRPORT

If you have information about
the sale of illegal tobacco
please call HM revenue & customs
fraud hotline

LONDON
DOVER

HMRC Hotline to report
fraud or tax evasion is

Where to check in

Where to check in

Where to check in

13:00 Calgary

BA102

Desk Closed

14:35 Aberdeen

Desk Open 46-50

16:10 Istanbul

BA102

Please Wait

13:05 Geneva

BA727

Desk Open 1-5

14:40 Madrid

BA727

Desk Open 51-55

16:15 Amsterdam

BA727

Please Wait

13:10 Bangalore

AA6656

Desk Closed

14:45 Geneva

AA6656

Desk Open 56-60

16:20 Delhi

AA6656

Please Wait

13:15 Stockholm

BA777

Desk Closed

14:50 Beijing

BA777

Desk Open 61-65

16:25 Montreal

BA777

Please Wait

13:20 Aberdeen

BA1307

Desk Closed

14:55 Amsterdam

BA1307

Desk Open 66-70

16:30 Barcelona

BA1307

Please Wait

13:25 Vancouver

BA034

Desk Closed

15:00 Frankfurt

BA034

Desk Open 71-75

16:35 Sydney

BA034

Please Wait

13:30 Venice

BA579

Desk Closed

15:05 Madrid

BA579

Desk Open 76-80

16:40 New York

BA579

Please Wait

Desk Closed

15:10 Edinburgh

BA102

Please Wait

16:45 Dubai

Desk Closed

15:15 Glasgow

Please Wait

16:50 Venice

BA108

Please Wait

13:45 San Francisco AA6189

Desk Closed

15:20 Sofia

AA6189

Please Wait

16:55 Berlin

AA6189

Please Wait

13:50 Manchester

BA1359

Desk Closed

15:25 Kiev

BA1359

Please Wait

17:00 Madrid

BA1359

Please Wait

13:55 Rome

BA549

Desk Open 6-10

15:30 Milan

BA549

Please Wait

17:05 Paris

BA549

Please Wait

BA7056

BA7056

Please Wait

13:35 Dubai
13:40 Seoul

AA6418
BA108

AA6418
BA108

AA6418

Desk Open 11-15

15:35 Rome

Please Wait

17:10 Hamburg

BA1483

Desk Open 16-20

15:40 Glasgow

BA1483

Please Wait

17:15 Edinburgh

BA1483

14:10 Paris

BA335

Desk Open 21-25

15:45 Copenhagen

BA335

Please Wait

17:20 Toronto

BA335

Please Wait

BA7056

This campaign is supported by the Tobacco Manufacturers’ Association (TMA)

Please Wait

14:05 Glasgow

14:00 Madrid

0800
788 887

Planning to
bring tobacco
into the UK?
Don’t sell it on,
it’s illegal.

Please Wait

14:15 Los Angeles

AA6179

Desk Open 26-30

15:50 Dubai

AA6179

Please Wait

17:25 Miami

AA6179

Please Wait

14:20 Hamburg

AB5035

Desk Open 31-35

15:55 Mumbai

AB5035

Cancelled

17:30 Singapore

AB5035

Please Wait

14:25 Berlin

BA983

Desk Open 36-40

16:00 Moscow

BA983

Cancelled

17:35 Rome

BA983

Please Wait

14:30 Tokyo

BA006

Desk Open 41-45

16:05 Nice

BA006

Please Wait

17:40 Los Angeles

BA006

Please Wait

Bringing tobacco back from
abroad and selling it on is a
CRIMINAL OFFENCE...

HMRC Hotline to report
fraud or tax evasion is

0800
788 887
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Committed to
youth access prevention
As a responsible industry, tobacco manufacturers play a
constructive role in the community to prevent those under
the age of 18 from accessing tobacco products.
The TMA and its members have supported several programmes aimed at tobacco retailers
and others and run general awareness campaigns to support this aim.

Under Age Sales Ltd

No ID No Sale
(NINS)
• The NINS campaign was launched
by the TMA in 2004 with the aim of
increasing awareness of the minimum
legal age for buying tobacco products.
• TMA members’ sales forces have
visited thousands of tobacco retailers
to distribute campaign materials and
point of sale signage.

CitizenCard
• The TMA co-founded and continues to
support CitizenCard, the UK’s largest
proof of age ID card provider which has
issued over 2 million cards.
source: Citizencard

• These cards contain the Home Office
endorsed ‘PASS’ hologram and those
suitable for adults over the age of
18 also displays the logos of the
police, security industry and Trading
Standards.
• This allows retailers to easily verify
the age of the individual buying agerestricted products and provides an
easily accessible identification method
for individuals around the age of 18.

• Under Age Sales Ltd offers
comprehensive and intensive support
primarily to small independent
retailers and has been supported
by the tobacco industry.
• They provide advice about how to
set up their systems and procedures
to avoid illegal sales to children and
young people.
• Retailers are given advice on how
to fulfil their role as gatekeepers to
protect those under the age of 18.

Responsible Tobacco
Retailing programme
• The programme aims to identify retailers
who are at risk of selling tobacco products
to people under the age of 18 and offering
them free of charge professional training
to help them improve and reduce their risk.
• None of these retailers have broken
the law but are being helped to fulfil
their responsibilities to protect people
under the age of 18.
Source: RTR Annual Report, 2016
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Looking forward:
Regulations
Because of the unintended consequences of the Tobacco
Products Directive, plain packaging and many tax rises, such
as the very large proportion on non-UK duty paid tobacco
consumed in the UK, the Government should aim for a stable
regulatory environment.
Fight the illicit trade
• The government should increase funding
for Border Force and other illicit trade
enforcement agencies. This is particularly
important as the UK prepares to leave the EU.

Track and trace requirements
• The Government should implement
the revised Tobacco Products
Directive’s track and trace
requirements in a manner
which avoids increasing
the burden placed
on the tobacco
supply chain.

Step off the duty escalator
• 86% of smokers say the price of tobacco
is already too high and 56% say rising prices
push them to buy untaxed tobacco so the
Government should resist automatically
raising taxes.
Source: TMA Anti-Illicit Trade Survey, 2018

Support for small retailers
• Introduce a retailer registration scheme in
England as has happened in several other
UK nations rather than requiring them to
buy a tobacco retail licence.

Promote a light–touch regulatory
environment for Next Generation
Products
• It is likely that the increased decline
in smoking prevalence of recent
years is due to the easy availability of
potentially less harmful e-cigarettes.
The Government should maintain
this approach to e-cigarettes and
other technologies such as heated
tobacco products.

Defend personal freedom while
strengthening youth access prevention
• The tobacco industry supports adults’ right to
choose to smoke. However, it remains vitally
important that the Government develops its
strategy to prevent those under the age of 18
from accessing tobacco products.
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Looking forward:
Brexit
As the UK leaves the EU, it is vitally important that the
Government ensures that the UK’s ability to trade with the EU
is not impeded and that several key opportunities are taken.
Risks to mitigate
• The Government must not impose
punitive restrictions on UK based
companies hiring of foreign workers.
Doing so would hurt the tobacco
industry and associated sectors and may
hinder the development of innovative
and potentially less harmful next
generation products.
• Future customs arrangements must allow
the tobacco industry to easily import
products into the UK from abroad.
• The Government should not impose
additional tariffs on tobacco products
which would drive up
retail prices and push
smokers to the illicit
market.

Opportunities to grasp
• Currently criminals can take advantage of
the confusing minimum indicative level rules
to import and sell cheap foreign tobacco.
Introducing fixed limits for personal tobacco
imports would support the fight against the
illicit tobacco trade.
• The Government should consider the
legalisation of snus which is impossible while
the UK remains in the EU where it is banned.
Sweden has an exemption from the ban and
this is likely the reason it has the lowest
smoking rate in the EU.

• Repealing elements of the Tobacco
Products Directive such as the ban
on small pack sizes and the forthcoming
ban on flavoured
tobacco products would
remove an incentive
for consumers to buy
tobacco from the illicit
market.
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Tobacco Manufacturers’ Association
5th Floor, Burwood House
14-16 Caxton Street
London
SW1H 0QT
020 7544 0100
information@the-tma.org.uk

www.the-tma.org.uk

